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The long, slow death of Sears—and the market’s “judgment.” 
  

After more than ten years of sheer torture, Sears finally collapsed into bankruptcy yesterday.  The media 
has lavished attention on the news, and has given us plenty of good stories.  But perhaps there’s a little 
more for us to learn.  
  
Let’s begin with a picture of Sears’ long, slow death . . . and the market’s “judgment” of this company and 
its management, as those awful years crawled by. 
  

 
  

The blue line is Sears’ stock price.  Yes . . . it really did touch $133 per share, eleven years ago, and now 
trades at 35 cents.  The orange line is Sears’ cash from operations—a very fundamental measure of health 
for any company’s basic business, and a life-or-death measure of health for any company loaded with 
debt, like Sears.  Operating cash dove off a cliff in 2010, becoming “cash losses from operations” in 2011, 
then becoming “shocking cash losses from operations” every single year after that.  
  
This is a wonderful chart indeed . . . literally wonderful, because is “full of wonders.”  Here are those which 
particularly struck Outlook Capital Management. 
  

• The market judged Sears to be worth a rough average of $40 per share for seven years:  from 
2008 through 2015.  It ranged from $20 to $60; but kept returning to that $40 neighborhood.  The 
market hung onto this judgment for years after Sears’ operating losses plunged into that 
“shocking” neighborhood, after 2010.  

  



• At any of those stock prices--$40, or $20 or $60—the market’s valuation of Sears was 
astronomical, compared to the terrible things actually happening in the operating 
business.  When the market values a company that way, its “judgment” only makes sense in one 
possible way:  if the company has some chance—at least halfway reasonable, and halfway 
realistic—of pulling off an amazing turnaround. 
  

Now, amazing turnarounds do happen.  They’re genuinely wonderful to see.  They’re also wonderful to 
invest in . . . which is why the foundation of Outlook’s investment philosophy says, “First, buy 
outstanding values.”  But we do know something about successful turnarounds, and great values.  We 
know a few things, in fact, as does any investor who has paid attention to business history: 
  

• Amazing turnarounds begin, nearly always, with financial strength.  When a company or its entire 
industry runs into a big problem—as they all do, eventually—above all it needs time:  time for its 
leaders and its people to do the exceptionally hard work and make the hard, sensible decisions 
needed for the turnaround to happen.  When a company has too much debt, and too little cash 
and cash flow . . . time is its enemy, not its friend. 

  
• Amazing turnarounds are led, nearly always, by very good people:  bosses who know their own 

companies, know their own people, and understand their industries through many years of 
experience—usually decades of experience.  These leaders do not lead by pulling rabbits out of 
hats, surprising everyone with tactics nobody dreamed up before.  Nearly always, they simply do 
obvious, sensible things—cutting down debt and operating costs; selling non-vital lines of 
business, even if those lines are valuable; investing in the company’s most promising future lines 
of business; bringing in other managers who’ve shown their own ability to do all those things in 
past turnarounds.  Most of all, the great CEO’s who lead “amazing turnarounds” do all these 
things faster than average CEO’s do them.  (Some of them may even remember General George 
S. Patton’s rule:  “A pretty good plan, executed today, is much better than a perfect plan, 
executed . . . later.”) 
  

Let us return to the market’s “judgment” of Sears.  Year after year, it valued Sears as if an amazing 
turnaround was realistic.  But where on earth did it see the vital ingredients of a turnaround?  Sears’ 
finances were always awful (to use the technical term) and Sears’ boss, Mr. Eddie Lampert, had exactly 
zero of the qualities named above:  no retail experience; no experience at managing any operating 
business, much less a turnaround; and, as the media stories showed with some relish, no speed and no 
common sense, whose absence Mr. Lampert displayed year after year in his decisions, as well as his 
remarks.  Mr. Lampert was “an investment guy.”  He founded his own hedge fund at 25 years of age; hit 
an early home run with a couple of investments; and after 15 years in the hedge fund world, decided he 
was clever enough to buy and personally manage Kmart and Sears, both companies sick indeed, and turn 
them around.  He was dead wrong about himself, though at least he seems to have been sincere—having 
lost a great deal of his own money during the years of torture for Sears. 
  
The media spent much time focusing on Mr. Lampert’s weaknesses and mistakes.  For Outlook, they made 
an interesting story . . . but they’re not the real lesson.  The real lesson echoes exactly the same point we 
made a few days ago:  investors must decide whether the market is a clear thinker, whose behavior tells 
us vital things about how to invest; or a terrible thinker, whose behavior can give us wonderful 
opportunities, but should never guide our thinking.  The story of poor old Sears, and the market’s truly 
terrible ongoing judgment of the company, makes the answer as clear as it can possibly be.  
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions 
should only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk 
of loss.  
 


